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In this tutorial, the image analysis program Fiji/ImageJ will be used to estimate the total
area covered by organisms on a VIRTUE disc from a photo of the disc. A prerequisite is a
strong contrast between the brightness of the organisms and the background in the
photo. With ImageJ, the populated areas will be converted into white regions in the
image and their total area will be determined.
1. Download the version of Fiji ImageJ which is compatible with the operating system
of your computer from this website: https://imagej.net/Fiji/Downloads
(The following description refers to Version 2.0.0 of ImageJ as of 2018-12-04 (check in Menu Fiji About ImageJ). If a different version is used, some modifications may have to be made, but in
principle the procedure should still be applicable.)

2. Open the program Fiji and you will see the tool selection bar under the menu bar.
(Figures in this tutorial are from the Mac version. Under Windows or Linux, details
may look different).

(If you are working with a freshly installed version of Fiji, no adjustments need to be made. If you
have used this version of Fiji before and changed some settings in Edit - Options, you should go to
Edit - Options - Reset, confirm the reset and restart Fiji to make sure you are using the default
settings required in this tutorial. Check under Process - Binary - Options and ensure that the box
“Black background” is activated.)

3. Open an image by clicking on File – Open. Alternatively, you can also open an image
by dragging the file directly onto the tool selection bar.
(Note that ImageJ will operate on your original picture. To avoid overwriting it by accident, use a copy
and keep the original save!)

As an example, we have an image of a disc covered almost completely with barnacles
(file Practice_Image_3.tif). We want to measure how much of the disc (in %) is
covered by these organisms. Note that this is a photo of the underside of a
transparent disc, so we are seeing the barnacles from “below” which enhances the
contrast between barnacles and the background.
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4. First, set the scale. Click on “Straight” in the tool selection bar (black arrow) and
draw a straight line on a reference scale in your image. This may be a ruler or a coin
set beside the disc in the photo. In this example, a straight line (yellow arrow) is
drawn across the diameter of the disc because in our example this is a known
distance equal to 8.5 cm.
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5. Click on Analyze – Set Scale in the menu bar. A small window will appear. Fill in the
information on “Known distance” (8.5) and “Unit of length” (cm). (This step is only
necessary if you want to know the size of the area in actual units (cm2) later. If
determining the percentage of the total is sufficient, it can be skipped.)

(Select Global if several images of discs will be analysed and all of them are of the
same size and magnification. Global will use the same scale for all images and there
is no need to reset it for the following images.) Confirm with OK.
6. Prepare the image for analysis. Select “Oval” (black arrow) from the tool selection
bar and draw a circle (yellow arrow) around the area of interest. In this example the
sides of the disc (petri dish) are not included.
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7. Eliminate unnecessary background that would confuse the analysis:
First, select Image – Crop to reduce the dimensions of the image.

(If the image is in a zoomed mode after cropping, press unzoom (Keyboard: “-“) and if necessary zoom
(Keyboard: “+“) to return it to the full image.)

8. Select Image – duplicate to produce a reference image while processing your disc.
Place the reference image at the back / to the side and focus on the first image again.
(This also ensures that you have a copy of the image to work with if you make a
mistake during the processing. In this case, delete the image with the errors and use
the copy to generate a new work copy. Restart from this point.)
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9. If you want to eliminate confusing detail outside the area of analysis, select Edit –
Clear Outside to blank out the remaining background outside the yellow circle.
Again, this is not absolutely required for our purposes, but the images in the tutorial
will be easier to understand, so we use it:

10. Convert the image to 8-bit. Select Image – Type – 8 bit. This will convert the image
to greyscales to simplify analysis.
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11. Improve the image by enhancing the brightness and contrast. Select Image – Adjust
– Brightness/Contrast. Move the slide bars in the window to optimise your image if
necessary. Compare with the copy to make sure that also the darker barnacles are
still visible.

12. Check that the yellow Oval is still in place. If not, it has to be re-drawn because we
want the following measurements to analyse only the area enclosed by the circle.
Select Image – Adjust – Threshold. A window with the threshold values will appear
(arrow). Select “Red” (if not already pre-set) to visualize which areas will be
affected. Adjust the upper slide bar (black arrow) until the all organisms you want to
analyse are red. This can be difficult but by comparing the thresholded image with
the reference image (duplicate) it can be seen if all the areas to be analysed are
marked red.
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Note the value below the histogram (red arrow) which in our example is 79.11%.
This value is equal to the percentage area of the disc shown in red, i.e. the percentage
area covered by the barnacles. (Important: it is necessary that the perimeter line
(yellow oval) is still present. If not, the value refers to the entire image).
Try to find the optimal position of the upper slider and write down the
corresponding percentage area. Then, increase and decrease the threshold to
settings that you still find plausible and record these numbers as the limits of
uncertainty of the method. (In our example, a reasonable range is 73-83 %, giving an
accuracy of the method of about ±5%. Note that we still have a small error due to the
hole in the middle of the disc and the fact that larger barnacles have darker areas in
the middle.)
If you are only interested in the percent cover, stop here. If you want to measure the
area in cm2, set the slider back to your optimal setting and continue.
13. To measure the surface area covered by the barnacles in cm2 select Analyze – Set
Measurements. Enable Area and Limit to threshold. Click OK.

14. Select Analyze - Measure. This measures the area of the white fields (presently
shown in red) inside the circle. A table will appear with the final measurement in
cm2, in our case 45.77 cm2.
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Optional: To check if this method reproduces the percentage area determined in step
12, divide the area covered by the total area of the disc (π * r2 = 56.75 cm2)
multiplied by 100:
(45.77 / 56.75) * 100 = 80.65%
(Note that in our case this value is not identical to the value given in the figure in step
12, because we adjusted the sliders after the screenshot.)
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